The Benefits of a Riverflow System

1. **Significant Construction Savings using a complete Riverflow System**
   a. Plumbing Run lengths, size, complexity and trenching are dramatically reduced.
   b. Electrical circuit amperage reduced by 90%.

2. **Operational Savings**
   a. Riverflow pumps are individually controlled for optimum savings.
   b. Minimal impact on river performance with off-line pumps for service.
   c. No heavy equipment required for pump or motor change-out, service or repair.
   d. Riverflow Systems come with automatic lube dispensers to ensure extended bearing life.
   e. Non-metallic pump casing never need re-coating.

3. **Warranty**
   a. 5 Year Pump Warranty
   b. 2 Year Motor Warranty (upgrade available)
   c. 2 Year VFD Warranty
   d. VFD programming and start-up
   e. Park Opening hand off Training
   f. 3 year Pre-Season Review Service
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